Observations of Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) in Neptune's 5:2 resonance present two puzzles: this third order resonance hosts a surprisingly large population, comparable to the prominent populations of Plutinos and Twotinos in the first order 3:2 and 2:1 resonances, respectively; secondly, their eccentricities are concentrated near 0.4. To shed light on these puzzles, we investigate the phase space near this resonance with use of Poincaré sections of the circular planar restricted three body model. We find several transitions in the phase space structure with increasing eccentricity, which we explain with the properties of the resonant orbit relative to Neptune's. The resonance width is narrow for very small eccentricities, but widens dramatically for e 0.2, reaching a maximum near e ≈ 0.4, where it is similar to the maximum widths of the 2:1 and 3:2 resonances. We confirm these results with N-body numerical simulations, including the effects of all four giant planets and a wide range of orbital inclinations of the KBOs. We find that the boundaries of the stable resonance zone are not strongly sensitive to inclination and remain very similar to those found with the simplified three body model, with the caveat that orbits of eccentricity above ∼ 0.53 are unstable; higher eccentricity orbits are phase-protected from destabilizing encounters with Neptune but not with Uranus. These results show that the 5:2 resonant KBOs are not more puzzling than the Plutinos and Twotinos; however, detailed understanding of the origins of eccentric, inclined resonant KBOs remains a challenge.
INTRODUCTION
A striking feature in the orbital period distribution of Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) is the abundance of resonant orbits, that is, orbital periods of low integer ratios with Neptune's orbital period. These resonant populations are of much interest for many reasons, particularly for the constraints that they can provide on the orbital migration history of Neptune and of the other giant planets (e.g. Malhotra 1995; Yu & Tremaine 1999; Chiang & Jordan 2002; Murray-Clay & Chiang 2005; Levison et al. 2008; Kaib & Sheppard 2016) . Many different resonances have been found to be occupied with KBOs (Elliot et al. 2005; Gladman et al. 2012; Volk et al. 2016) , but the most abundant populations appear to be in the 1:1, 3:2, 2:1, and 5:2 exterior mean motion resonances (MMRs) of Neptune (listed in order of decreasing mean motion). Although the potential for high occupation of the 1:1, 3:2 and the 2:1 MMRs was anticipated in (2016) remark on the orbital eccentricities of the 5:2 MMR KBOs which appear to be concentrated near eccentricity e ≈ 0.4. This twin puzzle -the surprisingly large population of 5:2 resonant KBOs and the concentration of their eccentricities near 0.4 -motivates us to investigate in more detail the phase space structure of this resonance. We map the boundaries of the stable libration zone over the full range of eccentricity (∼ 0 to ∼ 1) in the (a, e) plane so as to facilitate comparisons with the widths of the 2:1 and 3:2 MMRs, and to provide dynamical context for the relative populations observed in these resonances. We make use of non-perturbative numerical analysis of both the simplified model of the circular planar restricted three body problem of the Sun-Neptunetest-particle as well as three-dimensional N-body numerical simulations of test particle KBOs perturbed by the four giant planets.
This paper is organized as follows. Poincaré surfaces of section near Neptune's 5:2 exterior MMR of the circular planar restricted three body model for a wide range of test particle eccentricities are presented and analyzed in Section 2. Numerical N-body simulations of the more complete model of the Sun, the four giant planets and test particle KBOs are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the results in the context of the observational sample of the resonant KBOs. We summarize and conclude in Section 5.
RESONANCE WIDTH IN THE PLANAR CIRCULAR RESTRICTED THREE BODY MODEL
A basic picture of the resonance phase space was outlined by Chiang et al. (2003) who carried out numerical integrations of test particle trajectories for 3 × 10 5 years in the circular planar restricted three body model of the Sun-Neptune-test-particle. Their map of the initial conditions (in the semi-major axis a, and eccentricity e parameter space) of librating, circulating and unstable test particle orbits gives a first approximate indication of the stable resonance libration width as a function of eccentricity, showing that the resonance widens considerably at eccentricities above e ∼ 0.2 (see their Figure  8 ); their study was limited to e < 0.6. Here we use Poincaré surfaces of section to more accurately visualize the extent of the stable resonant libration zone in the (a, e) plane, over the full range of eccentricity. Poincaré sections have been used previously by several authors to study Neptune's exterior resonances (e.g. Malhotra 1996; Hadjifotinou & Hadjidemetriou 2002; Kotoulas & Voyatzis 2004; Celletti et al. 2007 ). In particular, Malhotra (1996) used Poincaré sections to map the boundaries in the (a, e) plane of the stable libration zones of a few of Neptune's exterior resonances, and Wang & Malhotra (2017) used a similar approach to map the stable zones of the 2:1 and 3:2 interior resonances of the hypothetical planet 9.
Methodology
We follow the method described in Wang & Malhotra (2017) to compute the Poincaré sections, and from these we measure the resonance widths; we briefly describe this method here. We adopt the circular planar restricted three body model of the Sun, Neptune and test particle (the latter representing a Kuiper belt object). In this approximation, all the bodies move in a common plane, Neptune revolves around the Sun in a circular orbit, and the test particle revolves in an (osculating) elliptical heliocentric orbit. The masses of Sun and Neptune are denoted by m 1 and m 2 , respectively. The fractional mass ratio of Neptune, µ = m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) = 5.146 × 10 −5 , is very small. The third body, the massless test particle, has no influence on the motion of m 1 and m 2 . We adopt the natural units for this model: the unit of length is the constant orbital separation of m 1 and m 2 , the unit of time is their orbital period divided by 2π, and the unit of mass is m 1 +m 2 ; with these units the constant of gravitation is unity, and the orbital angular velocity of m 1 and m 2 about their common center of mass is also unity. Then, in a rotating reference frame, of constant unit angular velocity and origin at the barycenter of the two primaries, both m 1 and m 2 remain at fixed positions, (−µ, 0) and (1 − µ, 0), respectively, and we denote with (x, y) the position of the test particle. The distances between the test particle and the two primaries can be written as
and the equations of motion of the test particle can be written as,
where "·" and "··" represent the first and second derivative with respect to time. These equations admit a conserved quantity, the Jacobi constant, J, given by,
which can also be expressed in terms of the Keplerian orbital elements, a and e, the semi-major axis and eccentricity, respectively, of the particle's osculating orbit Figure 1 . A schematic diagram to illustrate the definition of ψ, the angular separation of Neptune from the test particle at pericenter.
about the sun,
The Jacobi constant constrains a particle's motion to a three dimensional surface in its four dimensional phase space (x, y,ẋ,ẏ). To conveniently and meaningfully visualize in a two dimensional space the behavior of particles having the same Jacobi constant (representative of the 5:2 MMR, see below), we use the Poincaré surfaceof-section technique. We define the surface of section by the conditionṙ 1 = 0,r 1 > 0, as in Wang & Malhotra (2017) . That is, we record the state vector, (x, y,ẋ,ẏ), of the particle at every perihelion passage. We transform the test particle's position and velocity into osculating heliocentric orbital elements. Then we make the Poincaré sections as plots of (a, ψ), where ψ is the angular separation between the test particle and Neptune when the particle is at perihelion; the definition of ψ is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The equations of motion, Eq. 2, are numerically integrated with the adaptive step size 7th order RungeKutta method (Fehlberg 1968 ) to obtain the continuous track of the test particle for 5000 Neptune orbital periods, starting from specified initial conditions. The relative and absolute error tolerances are controlled to be lower than 10 −12 . For each Poincaré section, we specify the Jacobi constant and choose several different initial conditions, all near the 5:2 MMR as follows. The initial a is always chosen as the resonant orbital semi-major axis, a res , which can be calculated from Kepler's third law: a res = (  5  2  ) 2/3
1.8420.
Then by specifying the initial eccentricity, e i , we specify the Jacobi constant by means of Eq. 4. For different particle trajectories having the same Jacobi constant (i.e., for the same Poincaré section), we choose different initial values of ψ. These initial conditions completely define the initial position and velocity of the particle:
where r p = a res (1 − e i ) is the initial perihelion distance, and v p is the norm of the particle's velocity vector at perihelion; v p is computed from Eq. 3 as follows,
For future reference, we introduce the usual "critical resonant argument" defined by
where λ, λ N are the mean longitudes of the particle and of Neptune, respectively, and is the particle's longitude of perihelion. For every point on the Poincaré section, the particle is located at its perihelion (that is, λ = ), and ψ = − λ N . Therefore, we have the following relationship between φ and ψ:
On the (a, ψ) Poincaré section, the exact 5:2 stable resonant orbit (which is a periodic orbit of the restricted three body model) appears as a pair of points at the center of the resonance zone; the test particle with this orbit intersects the surface of section alternately at each of this pair of points. The two points have the same value of semi-major axis but different values of ψ, differing by 180
• . (They have the same value of the critical resonant argument, φ.) The entire resonance zone is located in the neighborhood of a res , and it appears as "islands" in the Poincaré section surrounding each of the pair of points of the exact stable resonant orbit. In these resonance islands, stable quasi-periodic orbits librate about the exact resonant orbit, characterized by a libration of ψ over a limited range of values; this corresponds to the test particle orbit intersecting with the surface of section at points that lie on smooth closed curves enclosing the central points. The island is bounded by either a separatrix (beyond which ψ circulates rather than librates) or -more often -by a chaotic zone in which ψ (and a) both exhibit irregular behavior. In the chaotic zone, the successive points of a test particle's trajectory do not remain confined to a smooth curve, rather they scatter around and, over time, fill an area on the (a, ψ) plane.
(Note that the particle eccentricity also exhibits corresponding variations, while the combination of a and e is preserved as dictated by the Jacobi constant.) The chaotic zone is understood to result from the interaction of neighboring high-order and secondary resonances (Chirikov 1979) .
We measure the upper and lower boundaries of the stable resonance islands around a res , as illustrated in Figure 2 (e). In some cases, numerous small islands can be found near the resonance boundary which may make the resonance boundary blurry and hard to confirm visually. In this situation, we assume that these small islands belong to the chaotic zone, and we take the boundaries of the stable libration zone as the one interior to these clusters of small islands. The resonance width in semimajor axis, ∆a, is measured as the difference between the upper and lower boundaries of the stable islands.
We note that, in general, the width of a resonant island in such Poincaré sections depends on the resonance (i.e., a res ), the mass ratio µ, and the Jacobi constant J. For the problem of interest here, the values of µ and a res are fixed. With the use of Eq. 4, we use e i as a proxy for J. We compute Poincaré sections for many values of e i spanning its full range ∼ 0 to ∼ 1. Then, with all the Poincaré sections in hand for the many values of e i , we map the resonance zone boundaries in the (a, e i ) plane.
Surfaces of section: variation with test particle eccentricity
We calculated the surfaces of section in the neighborhood of the 5:2 MMR (semi-major axes near a res , Eq. 5), for fixed mass ratio µ = 5.146 × 10 −5 . As described above, each surface of section has a fixed value of the Jacobi constant. The many different particle trajectories computed for each surface of section are given the same initial values of the semi-major axis and eccentricity, but different initial values of ψ (spanning the full range 0
• to 360 • ). The initial semi-major axis of all particle trajectories were set to the unperturbed resonant value, a i = a res , where the latter is given by Eq. 5. Because a surface of section has a fixed value of the Jacobi constant, this choice of initial semi-major axis, a i = a res , for all particle trajectories means that all particle trajectories in a particular surface of section will have the same initial value of the eccentricity (from Eq. 4); different surfaces of section will have different initial values of the eccentricity. Importantly, this initial eccentricity is very close to the value of the eccentricity at the center of the stable islands. We therefore label each surface of section with the specified initial value of the eccentricity, and we drop the subscript on e i for simplicity. Several sample surfaces of section are shown in the left panels in Figure 2 .
Alongside each surface of section, we also plot (in the right panels in Figure 2 ) the trace of the particle's exact resonant orbit in the rotating frame, to illustrate the geometry of resonant orbits at the corresponding values of the particle eccentricity. In these panels, we deliberately do not explicitly indicate the orientation of the x, y axes of the rotating frame. Instead, we indicate the location of the Sun (always close to the origin of the reference frame) and a gray circle of radius 1 − µ centered at the origin of the reference frame. The reader must imagine the positive x−axis as the line oriented from the location of the Sun towards Neptune; Neptune's location is fixed in the rotating frame and is somewhere on the gray circle. The dots on the gray circle indicate the (multiple) possible locations of Neptune for stable resonance geometries, whereas the crosses indicate the (multiple) possible locations of Neptune for unstable resonance geometries. Note that the trace the test particle's resonant trajectory in the rotating frame has a two-fold symmetry about the Sun-Neptune line.
When the eccentricity is low, as in Figure 2 (a), we observe that the surface of section has a single pair of stable islands containing smooth closed curves, and there is no visible chaotic region. The two stable islands are centered at ψ = 90
• and ψ = 270
• , with a = 1.842. For reasons that will become apparent below, we call these the first resonance zone or Zone-I. Their boundary is a separatrix that passes through a pair of unstable points located at ψ = 0
• and ψ = 180
• . The centers of the resonant islands correspond to the exact resonant orbit which is stable, that is, the stable periodic orbit in the 5:2 exterior MMR with Neptune. In the right panels in Figure 2 , the black dots on the gray circle indicate the position of Neptune (in the rotating frame) corresponding to the stable geometry of the exact 5:2 resonant orbit, whereas the crosses on the circle indicate the position of Neptune corresponding to the unstable geometry of the exact 5:2 resonant orbit. The stable and unstable geometries appear as pairs of points in the surface of section. Other smooth curves which traverse this surface of section correspond to the orbits that either librate around the stable exact resonant orbit or circulate across the entire range of ψ from 0
• to 360
• . The librating orbits can be thought of as a slow libration of the trace of the test particle orbit shown in the right panel, Figure 2 (a), while the Sun and Neptune remain at their fixed locations in the rotating frame.
At larger eccentricity, the perihelion distance is lower and the widths of stable islands expand, as shown in Figure 2 (b). For e = 0.30, there is no visible chaotic area, and only smooth curves are seen in this surface of section. But, for even larger eccentricity, e = 0.40, as shown in Figure 2 (c), the smooth separatrix curve disappears, and chaotic zones appear in the area between the two stable islands. The widths of two stable islands increase with eccentricity, reaching a maximum at eccentricity e m1 = 0.402.
We can understand this behavior as follows. At lower eccentricities, the test particle's trajectory lies entirely beyond Neptune's orbit, and the perihelion of the particle is far from the planet, thus the planet's perturbation is relatively weak for this planet-sun mass ratio. With the increase of eccentricity, the perihelion of the test particle's orbit reaches closer to Neptune, thus, the test particle is perturbed more strongly by the planet. When the test particle's eccentricity exceeds the Neptune-crossing value, e c = 1 − a −1 res = 0.457, its orbit crosses Neptune's orbit, as shown in Figure 2 (d). At an eccentricity e c1 = 0.473, which slightly exceeds e c , a new pair of stable islands become visible in the surface of section, and these new islands are larger at even higher eccentricities. These new stable islands are centered at ψ = 0
• , in-between the original pair of stable islands found at lower eccentricities. We call this new pair of resonance islands "Zone II". The appearance of new stable islands indicates the presence of a new pair of periodic orbits in the 5:2 exterior MMR.
Although these new and old periodic orbits trace the same shape in the rotating frame, their orientations relative to the planet are distinctly different. This is evident when we compare the different cases of Neptune's location in the right panel in Figure 2 (e). The possible positions of Neptune corresponding to the geometry of the resonance Zone-II are represented by gray dots on the gray circle in Figure 2 (e). In other words, the new pair of stable islands represents a new pair of stable orientations of the particle's perihelion relative to Neptune's location.
Such doubling of stable islands has been attributed previously to a bifurcation of periodic orbits from a collision orbit ), but here we have shown that it can be also explained physically by reference to the trace of the resonant orbit in the rotating frame.
For increasing eccentricity above e c1 , the old islands of Zone I-1 shrink while those of Zone II expand at the expense of the old ones. Actually, once the perihelion distance of the test particle is lower than the radius of Neptune's orbit, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2 (e), the two perihelion lobes of the particle's trajectory are cut by the planet's circular orbit. We observe that the libration range of ψ for the new stable islands is strongly related to the lengths of arcs of the planet's orbit which are interior to the perihelion lobes of the particle's orbit. The longer the length of these arcs, the wider the stable islands.
At an eccentricity of ∼0.70, as shown in Figure 2 (e), the new and old stable islands have similar sizes, while the lengths of arcs of the planet's orbit inside and outside the perihelion lobes of the particle's orbit are similar as well. At higher eccentricities, the stable islands of Zone II increase in width, while those of Zone I-1 decrease. At eccentricity e c2 = 0.872, the old stable islands of Zone I-1 disappear. Almost at the same eccentricity, e m2 = 0.874, the widths of the stable islands of Zone II reach their maximum. Near this eccentricity, we observe that the arcs of the planet's orbit outside the perihelion lobes of the particle's orbit are crushed to vanishing length, as shown in Figure 2 (f).
At even higher eccentricity, the two perihelion lobes of the particle's orbit overlap. At the critical value of eccentricity e c3 = 0.909, a pair of stable islands emerges at the same centers as the first Zone I-1 islands, i.e., centered at ψ = 90
• (and a = 1.842); we call these Zone I-2. At eccentricity exceeding e c3 , the Zone I-2 islands grow in width along with the increase of the arc lengths interior to the overlapped regions of the test particle's perihelion lobes. Meanwhile, the Zone II islands shrink slightly.
At eccentricity e values approaching ∼0.99, the perihelion distance of the particle is very close to the Sun. The arc lengths inside and outside the overlapped perihelion lobes are similar. Therefore, we observe that the Zone II islands are only a little larger in width than the Zone I-2 islands, as shown in Figure 2 (g).
For the pair of resonant islands in Zone I-1 and I-2, the resonant angle, φ, librates about a center at 180
• , Figure 2 . (a-g) The surfaces of section (left panels) and the trace of the particle's resonant orbit in the rotating frame (right panels) at different initial values of the particle eccentricity: (a) e = 0.10; (b) e = 0.30; (c) e = 0.40; (d) e = 0.457; (e) e = 0.70; (f) e = 0.87; (g) e = 0.99. In the left panels, the smooth curves in the libration islands shown in black dots are Zone I-1 or Zone I-2, and those shown in gray dots are Zone II. In the panels on the right, the gray circle is of radius 1 − µ. The dots on this circle indicate Neptune's position corresponding to the geometry of stable centers of resonance islands; black and gray dots correspond to the centers of the Zone I-1 (or Zone 1-2) and Zone 2, respectively. The black crosses indicate Neptune's position corresponding to the geometry of the unstable points on the separatrix of Zone 1-1 (only at lower eccentricities when there is no visible chaotic zone).
but for the pair of resonant islands in Zone II φ librates about 0
• . As an aside, we make note of an interesting property of the Zone II islands for eccentricities in the range e c1 = 0.457 to e c2 = 0.872. We observe that the two islands of Zone II are not centered at the same value of the semi-major axis. One is centered at a = 1.8417 (at ψ = 180
• ), and the other is centered at a = 1.8431 (at ψ = 0
• ). This difference is explained by the different positions of Neptune at the two successive perihelion passages of the test particle, which cause a slight difference in the perihelion distance and velocity and hence a slight difference in the osculating orbital parameters at alternate perihelion passages. We can also note that, in this range of eccentricity, the geometry of the Zone II exact resonant orbit is symmetric about the x-axis but not about the y-axis in the rotating frame; at eccentricity exceeding e c2 , the orbit becomes symmetric about the y-axis also. The exact resonant orbits of Zone I-1 and Zone I-2 are symmetric about both the x-axis and the y-axis. For the purpose of measuring the resonance width (see below in Section 2.3), we use the Zone II island at ψ = 180
• ; the alternative choice makes only a minor difference in the measured resonance width.
Resonance zone in the (a, e) plane
By visually examining many Poincaré sections, we identified the boundaries, a min and a max , of the stable resonance islands of Zone I-1, Zone II and Zone I-2, as illustrated in Figure 2 (e). These boundaries are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of eccentricity. (As noted previously, here eccentricity refers to the common initial eccentricity of test particle trajectories plotted in a Poincaré section; this value is a proxy for the Jacobi constant that characterizes a Poincaré section, and is also very close to the value of the resonant orbit at the center of the stable resonant islands.) We observe that the width, ∆a = a max −a min , of Zone I increases at first and then decreases, finally disappearing; its largest extent occurs at eccentricity e m1 0.402. The resonance islands of Zone II first appear at e c1 = 0.473; their widths increase at first and then decrease, and their largest extent occurs at e m2 0.874. The Zone I-2 resonance islands first appear at eccentricity e c3 0.909 and increase in width as the eccentricity approaches 1.
Examining Figure 3 further, it is noteworthy that at their largest extent, the widths in semi-major axis of the Zone II resonance islands are only modestly smaller than those of the Zone I-1 islands. However, so far no stable resonant KBOs have been detected in Zone II (see Section 4 and the Appendix). This can be understood as follows. For sufficiently large eccentricity, Figure 3 . The boundaries of the stable libration zones of Neptune's 5:2 exterior MMR in the (a, e) plane; a and e are the osculating barycentric elements. (As described in Section 2, the boundaries in semi-major axis are the minimum and maximum values of a of the stable resonant islands in the Poincaré sections, while the eccentricity e is that of the resonant orbit near the center of the stable island.) The solid black curves indicate the boundaries of Zone I-1, the dotted black curves indicate those of Zone I-2, and the gray curves represent those of Zone II. The scattered black dots indicate the osculating barycentric a and e of the observed Kuiper Belt objects identified to be librating in Neptune's 5:2 MMR (see Section 4). The nearly horizontal dashed line indicates orbits of perihelion distance equal to Uranus' aphelion distance.
the perihelion distance of the test particle's orbit will drop below the orbit of Uranus and the particle is then likely to have gravitational scattering encounters with that planet which would remove it from Neptune's 5:2 resonance. In Figure 3 , we plot a dashed line to indicate the combination of the particle's a and e for which its perihelion distance would equal Uranus' aphelion distance; above this dashed line any resonant KBOs would be vulnerable, over long times, to instability arising from scattering encounters with Uranus. We can then conjecture that in the region bounded by the gray curves but below the dashed line is where 5:2 resonant KBOs may potentially exist in Zone II, that is, with the resonant angle φ librating about 0
• , in contrast with librations centered at 180
• in Zone 1-1. However, numerical simulations with the full N-body model including the other giant planets' perturbations find that this region cannot host long term stable orbits (see Section 3 below).
Translating the resonance width, ∆a, to astronomical units, we find that at its largest extent the width of Zone I-1 is ∼ 1.14 au (near e 0.4). We can compare this width with the widths of Neptune's 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs. In Malhotra (1996) 's study (see their Figure 11 ), the 3:2 and the 2:1 MMRs have maximum width of about 1 au, near e 0.15 and near e 0.3, respectively 1 . In a forthcoming paper, Lan & Malhotra (in preparation) have calculated the boundaries of a large number of Neptune's exterior MMRs in the (a, e) plane with higher resolution than in Malhotra (1996) 's study; in Figure 4 we reproduce their results for the 3:2 and the 2:1 MMR in order to make a direct comparison with the 5:2 MMR. In this figure, we have also indicated an upper boundary at perihelion distance equal to 26 au. (We show in Section 3 that this is the approximate boundary beyond which the 5:2 resonant KBOs are unstable on 10 7 year timescales due to close encounters with Uranus; we conjecture that a similar perihelion distance boundary applies for long term stability in the 3:2 and the 2:1 MMRs.) We observe that while the shapes of these stable zones differ amongst the resonances, their overall sizes are not so different. The area of Zone I-1 of the 5:2 MMR in the (a, e) plane (integrated up to the stable boundary near e 0.53) is about 84% of the corresponding stable zone of the 3:2 MMR, and the area of the 2:1 stable zone is 1.005 times that of the 3:2 stable zone. In other words, the sizes of the stable libration zones of these three resonances are similar to each other.
For completeness of the description of the dynamics in the 5:2 MMR, we determined the libration periods as a function of the amplitude of libration of the resonant angle φ (Eq. 8) by examining the time series of the trajectories that we computed for the Poincaré sections of Figure 2 . These are shown in Figure 5 , for several representative values of the eccentricity in Zone I-1. First, we observe that for librations of vanishing amplitude, the libration period decreases monotonically with increasing eccentricity, qualitatively similar to the pendulum model for resonance (Murray & Dermott 1999) , however, quantitatively, the eccentricity-dependence is not as simple as predicted by the pendulum model for resonance. Secondly, we observe that the trend with libration amplitude has two regimes of behavior. For smaller eccentricities, e < 0.3, the libration period increases monotonically with libration amplitude, qualitatively similar to the pendulum model, but for larger eccentricities, the libration period decreases slightly with amplitude of libration. The boundary of these opposite trends is near eccentricity ∼ 0.3, for which we observe that the behavior is not monotonic: the libration period decreases slightly as the amplitude of libration increases but reverses near a libration amplitude of ∼ 150
• beyond which it increases. Also noteworthy is that for eccentricities above e c1 = 0.473, the maximum possible amplitude of libration of φ decreases sharply with increasing eccentricity as Zone II competes for phase space with Zone I-1; in this regime, in the limited range of libration amplitudes of φ the libration period is a monotonically decreasing function of amplitude. In light of these results, the statement in Chiang et al. (2003) that "[in Neptune's 5:2 MMR] the libration period increases with decreasing libration amplitude, unlike the case for the conventional pendulum model for a resonance", holds for the parameter range of many of the presently known 5:2 resonators (because they are concentrated near eccentricities of ∼ 0.4), but is not generally accurate for all potential 5:2 resonators. This complex behavior of the libration period with eccentricity and with libration amplitude is common to several other Neptune's MMRs in the Kuiper belt (Malhotra 1996) . A theoretical understanding of this behavior would be valuable, but is beyond the scope of the present work.
N-BODY NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In the previous section, we identified the boundaries of the stable zones of Neptune's 5:2 MMR with the simplified planar circular restricted three body model of the Sun, Neptune and test particle KBOs. For a Figure 7 . The gray and black curves indicate the distribution of the barycentric osculating eccentricity of the resonant particles surviving at the end of the N-body numerical simulations. The point-styles with circles, squares, triangles and diamonds indicate the distribution obtained in Sim-1, Sim-2, Sim-3 and Sim-4, respectively. The solid black line is the average of the four distributions. The black histogram indicates the distribution of the observational sample, whose peak is scaled to the peak of the solid black line. more complete picture of the long term stability in this resonance, we investigated the behavior of test particles in the neighborhood of this resonance in three dimensions with full N-body numerical simulations under the gravitational perturbations of all four giant planets, Jupiter-Neptune. We carried out four separate simulations, each with 6000 test particles with initial conditions uniformly distributed in a grid in (a, e), with a in the range 1.82a N to 1.86a N (where a N is Neptune's initial semi-major axis), and e is in the range 0 to 1. In Sim-1, Sim-2, Sim-3 and Sim-4, the initial inclinations, i (relative to the solar system's invariable plane), were chosen from a Rayleigh distribution 2 of sin i with scale parameter σ i = 0.03, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. The remaining orbital parameters (the mean anomaly, the argument of perihelion and the longitude of ascending node) were uniformly distributed in the range 0 to 2π. We integrated for 10 7 years, with output every 10 3 years. We used the second order mixed variable symplectic integrator (Wisdom & Holman 1991) , with a step size of 0.1 year. The integration self-consistently accounts for the orbital perturbations of the four giant planets on each other and on the test particles. We discarded any particles that approached a planet within a Hill sphere distance, or whose heliocentric distance decreased below 5 au or exceeded 1000 au. The surviving particles were examined for libration of the resonant angle, φ = 5λ − 2λ N − 3 . We identified the resonant particles as those exhibiting librations of φ about either a center at 180
• (Zone 1-1 or Zone 1-2) or a center at 0 • (Zone II), with a maximum libration amplitude not exceeding 175
• . At the end of the 10 megayear integrations, we found approximately 10% of the initial population of test particles librating in Zone I-1, none in Zones I-2 and II. We found little difference in the (a, e) distribution of the survivors in the four simulations. A scatter plot of the time history over 10 Myr of the barycentric osculating semi-major axis and eccentricity of all the librating particles is shown in Figure 6 . We observe that surviving librating particles are bounded in the (a, e) plane with boundaries matching quite well with the boundaries of Zone I-1 from the simplified model investigated in Section 2, but limited to eccentricities below ∼ 0.53 (corresponding to perihelion distance ∼ 26 au); higher eccentricity test particle orbits did not survive in any resonant zone to the end of the 10 megayears.
We note that the choice of barycentric orbital elements is preferable for illustrating resonant structure in the outer solar system. In heliocentric coordinates, the osculating semi-major axis of a KBO has short period fluctuations due to the motion of the Sun. These fluctuations are dominated by a ∼ 12 year period (due to Jupiter's effect on the Sun's motion) and have amplitude of ∼ 0.5 au (for semi-major axes near the 5:2 MMR), roughly half as large as the 5:2 resonance width. The resonance boundaries become clear only when this shortperiod variation is removed by considering barycentric osculating elements.
For the librating resonant particles in each of the four simulations, the distribution of eccentricities and of the libration amplitudes of the resonant angle, φ, is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , respectively. We observe that the initial distribution of inclination has little effect on the eccentricity distribution. Similarly the distribution of the libration amplitude of φ is not strongly sensitive to the initial inclination distribution. The eccentricity distribution is roughly triangular in shape, it increases steeply with eccentricity from e ≈ 0.1 up to the peak near 0.4, then drops steeply between the peak and a maximum near 0.53. The median is near e ≈ 0.35; approximately 20% fraction is found between eccentricity 0.45 and 0.53. The libration amplitude distribution has a broad peak near 100-150
• ; there is a hint of fine structure in this distribution, with a local peak near 70
• . The fine structure is possibly due to secondary resonances arising from commensurability of the libration period with other long period perturbations induced by either the eccentricity-inclination coupling or by the perturbations of the other giant planets. Analogous dynamical features have been identified within other Neptune MMRs (e.g., Milani et al. 1989; Morbidelli et al. 1995; Morbidelli 1997; Kortenkamp et al. 2004; Tiscareno & Malhotra 2009 ).
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
The first KBOs identified as inhabiting Neptune's 5:2 MMR were recognized by Chiang et al. (2003) . Additional 5:2 resonators have been identified by Lykawka & Mukai (2007) , Gladman et al. (2008) , Gladman et al. (2012) and Volk et al. (2016) . To identify resonant objects from observational data requires two steps: (a) astrometric data are fit to a Keplerian orbit model to derive best-fit orbital parameters and their uncertainties; (b) the KBO's orbit is integrated forward in time (with a numerical integrator) in a numerical model of the solar system to diagnose whether the resonant angle, φ, persists in a libration state.
We downloaded the available astrometric data in the Minor Planet Center for those objects listed with heliocentric semi-major axes in the range 54 − 57 au. (This range generously covers the width of the 5:2 MMR determined in Sections 2 and 3 above, after accounting for the difference between heliocentric and barycentric osculating semi-major axis.) For those objects observed over more than one opposition, we used the Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) orbit fitting code to find the best-fit orbit for each object; objects with shorter observational arcs have semi-major axis uncertainties too large to reliably classify. Starting from the orbit-fit epoch, these orbits were integrated forward in time for 10 Myr as massless test particles with the four giant planets and the Sun as massive perturbers. Following the approach of Gladman et al. (2008) , we determined which objects librate within the 5:2 MMR for at least half of the 10 Myr duration. We identified 46 resonant objects, all of which are found to be librating in the resonance Zone I-1. In Table 1 , we list these objects, along with their barycentric osculating elements (semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination), as well as the uncertainty, σ a , in the semi-major axis determined from the covariance matrix of the Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) orbit-fit. For each object, the orbit fit was calculated at its discovery epoch. The discovery epochs of this observational sample span approximately 20 years. The listed barycentric osculating orbital elements do not significantly change over this small time span.
The 5:2 resonators in the observational sample are indicated by the black dots in Figure 3 , where we make a scatter plot of their best-fit barycentric semi-major axes and eccentricities in the (a, e) plane. We observe that the observational sample is concentrated in the region of the maximum width of the libration Zone I-1 in the (a, e) plane.
In Figure 9 , we plot the histogram of the eccentricities of the observational sample. We also plot in this figure the width, ∆a, of the resonant zones I-1 and II as a function of eccentricity (as computed with the circular planar restricted three body model, Section 2). We see that the eccentricity distribution of the observational sample drops off more steeply at eccentricities above and below e ≈ 0.4 compared to the corresponding decrease in the width of the resonance Zone I-1. In Figure 7 , we compare the eccentricity histogram of the observational sample with the eccentricity distributions obtained from the four numerical simulations of the three-dimensional model including all four giant planets' perturbations (Section 3). Again, we see that the observations have a steeper drop-off away from the peak at e ≈ 0.4 than found in the modeled eccentricity distribution.
For the higher eccentricities, we can understand the lack of observed resonant KBOs above e ≈ 0.53, based on their lack of long term stability under the combined perturbations from all four giant planets, as illustrated in Figure 6 . However, we note that the observational sample has a maximum eccentricity near ∼ 0.45, whereas in the simulations we find approximately 15% Table 1 . The 5:2 resonators identified from astrometric data retrieved from the Minor Planet Center. The listed orbital elements are barycentric osculating elements at the object's discovery epoch (referred to the J2000 ecliptic-equinox), and σa is the uncertainty in the semi-major axis determined from the covariance matrix of the Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) orbit-fit. of the surviving resonators having larger eccentricities. Is the absence of resonant objects with eccentricities between 0.45 and 0.53 of significance? The explanation may lie in the limited duration -10 megayears-of our numerical simulations: over the ∼ 4.5 gigayear age of the solar system, planetary perturbations may render unstable the resonant orbits in this eccentricity range; a definitive answer to this question is left for a future study. For the lower eccentricities, the sharp drop-off in the population of observed objects is likely owed to observational bias, as lower eccentricities correspond to higher perihelion distances, rendering such KBOs fainter and more difficult to detect. (For example, for the same absolute magnitude, an object in the 5:2 MMR with e = 0.25 will be about one magnitude fainter at perihelion than an object with e = 0.4.) A quantitative assessment of the observational bias is not feasible because this sample of objects were observed by many different observers under different observational conditions. However, we can compare the eccentricity distribution found for the resonant survivors in the 10 Myr N-body numerical simulations (shown with the black curve in Figure 7 ) with the results of Volk et al. (2016) who modeled the intrinsic eccentricity distribution of a small sample of the 5:2 resonators discovered in the first quarter of the wellcharacterized Outer Solar System Origins Survey (OS-SOS; Bannister et al. 2016 ). In their model, they used a Gaussian function for the eccentricity distribution and determined a range of mean eccentricity and standard deviation consistent with the observations. The eccentricity distribution we find for the simulated resonant survivors can be roughly approximated with a Gaussian function of meanē 0.38 and a standard deviation σ e 0.1; these values lie within the range of models found to be acceptable by Volk et al. (2016) for the OS-SOS data. Future, larger observational samples of the 5:2 resonators will be useful to further constrain their eccentricity distribution.
We note the lack of any Zone II objects in the observational sample. This is consistent with the absence of any Zone II survivors in our 10 megayear numerical simulations (see Figure 6 ). However, we found one candidate amongst the observed KBOs, the object with MPC designation 2013 UR 15 , which appears to be temporarily resident in Zone II. We discuss this object in the Appendix.
The libration amplitude distribution obtained in our numerical simulations is shown in Figure 8 . In these simulations, we used initial conditions that uniformly populated the (a, e) range of the 5:2 MMR, orbital inclinations were taken to have a Rayleigh distribution about the solar system's invariable plane, and other angular elements were chosen randomly. Proposed models of the outer solar system's dynamical history can be expected to produce resonant KBO populations whose libration amplitude distributions may be distinct (Chiang et al. 2003; Levison et al. 2008) . The distribution of the libration amplitude of resonant populations may therefore offer constraints on their origin mechanisms. With current data, the orbit-fits for many of the observed 5:2 resonators are not sufficiently accurate to securely determine libration amplitudes; longer observational arcs are needed to reduce the uncertainties in the measured libration amplitudes to useable values. Moreover, the observational biases in libration amplitude depend on the design of surveys in which the objects were detected (see, e.g., Gladman et al. 2012; Volk et al. 2016) . As future surveys increase the observational arc lengths as well as the sample size of 5:2 resonators with characterized detection biases, better estimates of the eccentricity and libration amplitude distributions will allow more rigorous constraints on their origins.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have investigated in some detail the dynamical structure of Neptune's 5:2 MMR in order to understand some of the puzzles presented by the observed population of KBOs in this resonance. As a first step, we made use of Poincaré sections of the circular planar restricted three body model. This is the simplest dynamical model to study the widths and strengths of Neptune's MMRs in the Kuiper belt. For a range of values of the Jacobi integral, we explored the resonant structure in the (a, ψ) surfaces-of-section, where a is the test particle's osculating semi-major axis and ψ is the angular separation of Neptune from the test particle at pericenter. In these surfaces-of-section, the stable resonant zones are readily identified as a pair of islands containing smooth closed curves surrounding the exact resonant locations, corresponding to orbits librating about the exact resonance.
With increasing values of the particle eccentricity, from ∼ 0 to ∼ 1, we found that the structure of the resonance in the Poincaré sections shows five transitions (illustrated in Figure 2 ). These transitions observed in the Poincaré sections are correlated with the eccentricitydependent changing shape and geometry of the trace of the particle's resonant trajectory in the rotating frame (rotating with the angular frequency of the primaries about an axis normal to their common orbital plane and centered at their barycenter). The centers and widths in ψ of the resonant islands are related to the lengths of the arcs of the circle of radius 1−µ which lie interior and exterior to the perihelion lobes of the particle's resonant trajectory in the rotating frame. We identify three distinct resonant zones: Zone I-1 exists in the eccentricity range e < e c2 0.872 and has libration of the resonant angle φ centered at 180
• ; its maximum width in semimajor axis occurs at eccentricity e m1 0.402. Zone II exists in the eccentricity range e > e c1 0.473 and has libration of the resonant angle φ centered at 0
• ; its maximum width in semi-major axis occurs at eccentricity e m2 0.874. Zone I-2 exists in the eccentricity range e > e c3 0.909 and has libration of the resonant angle φ centered at 180
• ; this is a small zone at nearly parabolic eccentricities. The appearance of Zone I-2 arises from the self-intersection of the perihelion lobes when the eccentricity exceeds e c3 .
By examination of many Poincaré sections, we measured the boundaries of the resonant islands of Zone I-1, Zone I-2 and Zone II, and thereby obtained an accurate map of the boundaries of the stable libration zone of Neptune's 5:2 MMR in the (a, e) plane for the full range of eccentricities, (0-1); this is shown in Fig. 3 . In Figure 4 , we compare the size of the stable 5:2 MMR in the (a, e) plane with the sizes of the 3:2 and the 2:1 MMRs. This comparison shows that the size of Neptune's 5:2 MMR (Zone I-1) is rather similar to the sizes of 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs. A noteworthy coincidence is that the maximum widths of these three different MMRs all occur at eccentricities corresponding to a similar perihelion distance, ∼ 33 au.
Going beyond the simplified planar circular restricted three body model, we carried out three-dimensional Nbody numerical simulations with all four giant planets and thousands of test particle KBOs, integrating their orbits for 10 megayears; these simulations include a wide range of orbital inclinations of the KBOs relative to the solar system's invariable plane. From these simulations, we find that the boundaries of the stable zone of the 5:2 MMR in the semimajor axis-eccentricity plane are very similar to those found with the simplified circular planar restricted three body model of the Sun-Neptune-KBO (Figure 6 ), with the caveat that orbits of eccentricity above ∼ 0.53 are long term unstable; such orbits, which have perihelion distance less than ∼ 26 AU, are phaseprotected from close encounters with Neptune but not from destabilizing encounters with Uranus. Additionally, the numerical simulations show that the long term stability of KBOs in Neptune's 5:2 MMR is not strongly sensitive to KBO inclination.
With current astrometric data of the observed KBOs, we computed the best-fit barycentric orbital parameters and their uncertainties for those KBOs having orbits near Neptune's 5:2 MMR. We numerically integrated the orbits of these objects for 10 megayears and identified 46 objects which exhibit persistent libration of their 5:2 resonant angle (centered at φ = 180
• ) for at least 5 megayears. Table 1 lists this sample, Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of their best-fit barycentric osculating semimajor axes and eccentricities, Figure 7 compares their eccentricity distribution with that found in the threedimensional N-body numerical simulations, and Figure 9 compares their distribution with the resonance width. (One notable candidate for the 5:2 resonance not listed in Table 1 is 2013 UR 15 ; this object is likely a temporary resident of resonance Zone II and is described in the Appendix.)
Considering these results, the properties of the observed 5:2 resonators -their concentration near eccentricity ∼ 0.4 and their intrinsic population estimates being comparable to those of the Plutinos and Twotinosdo not appear as puzzling as at first sight. The concentration of their eccentricities near 0.4 is congruent with the resonance width maximum near this value of eccentricity ( Figure 9) ; at lower eccentricities the resonance width decreases sharply, and at higher eccentricities the particles are long term unstable due to close encounters with Uranus. The size of the long term stable 5:2 resonance zone in the (a, e) plane is similar to the corresponding sizes of the stable libration zones of the 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs (Figure 4 ). This similarity is broadly congruent with the similarities of the estimated intrinsic populations of the MMRs.
A remaining question is the origin of the 5:2 resonators: what mechanism excited the eccentricities and inclinations of this population from their presumed formation within a dynamically cold planetesimal disk? Proposed mechanisms include gravitational scattering and/or convergent resonance sweeping with an outwardly migrating Neptune. Chiang et al. (2003) found that the resonance sweeping scenario of Malhotra (1993 Malhotra ( , 1995 could yield capture efficiencies in the 5:2 MMR approaching those of the 2:1 MMR if Neptune migrated smoothly into a pre-stirred planetesimal disk, a result confirmed by Hahn & Malhotra (2005) . Alternatively, gravitational scattering during an instability-driven migration of the giant planets could also lead to capture of eccentric and inclined resonant populations, although published models generally predict a significantly less populated 5:2 MMR than the 2:1 and 3:2 MMRs (Levison et al. 2008; Gladman et al. 2012) . With more accurate orbital parameters and larger observational samples, more accurate quantitative comparisons of the population ratios and the detailed distribution of the eccentricity, inclination and libration amplitude of the resonant angle may help to diagnose the origin mechanisms.
In the present work, we have discussed only the 5:2 resonators. Observational data indicate that some other higher order Neptune's MMRs -such as the 5:3 and the 7:4 -host significant populations of KBOs (Gladman et al. 2012; Adams et al. 2014; Volk et al. 2016) . In a future study, it would be meaningful to investigate these MMRs with similar methods as those used in the present work to more accurately assess the dynamical structures and widths/strengths of those MMRs and make comparisons of the abundances in the various MMRs.
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APPENDIX
In Section 4, we noted the lack of any Zone II objects in the observational sample, based on the criterion that the resonant angle φ exhibits persistent libration for at least 5 megayears. A close examination of the 10 megayears numerical integrations of the observed KBOs near Neptune's 5:2 MMR revealed one candidate for temporary residence in the 5:2 MMR's Zone II: the KBO designated as 2013 UR 15 . This object, discovered in the Outer Solar Systems Origins Survey (Bannister et al. 2018 ), has a current semi-major axis very close to the 5:2 MMR. Its eccentricity, e = 0.72, corresponds to a perihelion distance ∼ 15.5 au, interior to Uranus' orbit. In the numerical integrations, we find that on megayear timescales, this object scatters away from the resonance due to close encounters with the planets. However, on timescales of tens of thousands of years, this object is likely to exhibit librations of the resonant angle φ centered at φ = 0, in Zone II. Figure 10 shows the semi-major axis and resonant angle evolution of a clone of this object for a duration of 200 thousand years, with initial conditions at the present epoch. We integrated 250 clones of this object's orbit, varying the initial orbital parameters within their uncertainties as determined by the covariance matrix of the best-fit orbit from Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) 's orbit fitting procedure. We find that most of the clones show behavior similar to Figure 10 : libration in Zone II for a few cycles, then intermittent Zone I-1 librations and circulations of φ. The semi-major axis variations during the period of libration are similar to the resonant width found in Figure 3 for 2013 UR 15 's eccentricity. This indicates that although resonant orbits in Zone II are long term unstable, short term "stickiness" in this high eccentricity resonance zone remains a real possibility for the "scattered" and "scattering" populations of KBOs. We suggest that orbit-fitting efforts for resonant KBOs should not neglect the possibility of such high eccentricity resonant orbits. This means search algorithms for identifying resonant KBOs should include the possibility of resonant angle libration centers different than the usual center at 180
• . 
